2
Morphology
Materials science seeks to explain the properties of materials in terms of
structure. Chapter 1 dealt with the molecular structure of polymers, that is, with
the internal organisation of the individual chain molecules. We next consider
how the chain molecules are assembled to form the bulk material. In broad
terms, in polymers as in other materials, we can envisage regular, ordered
crystalline arrangements or irregular, random, amorphous arrangements of the
constituent molecules. Furthermore, several levels of structural organisation may
exist, and materials may reveal complex microstructures in the optical or electron
microscope. It is to these observed forms and their inner structure that we
refer when we speak of the morphology of polymeric materials. The properties
of materials are governed by the subtle interplay of processes operatirjg at all
of these structural levels.

2.1 The Solid State: General Remarks
The multitude of individual atoms or molecules which comprise any solid
material are held together by stabilising forces acting between them. These
forces may be primary chemical bonds, as in metals and ionic solids, or they
may be secondary van der Waals' forces in molecular solids such as ice, paraffin
wax and in most polymers. The amount of stabilisation achieved by anchoring
interactions between neighbouring molecules is at its greatest when molecules
adopt regular rather than random arrangements. In the regular or crystalline
arrangement (called the crystal structure) the molecules pack efficiently together
to minimise the total intermolecular energy. Solids therefore tend to adopt such
crystalline arrangements spontaneously. Crystal structures may be conveniently
specified by describing the arrangement within the solid of a small representative
group of atoms or molecules, called the unit cell. By multiplying identical unit
cells in three directions the location of all molecules in the crystal is determined.
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Figure 2.1 The crystal structure of solid ethane C2H 6 . The unit cell comprises
two molecules (unshaded)
A simple illustration of this representation of crystal structure is shown in
figure 2.1 for the non-polymeric hydrocarbon ethane — see also figure 1.3(b).
We shall see later in this chapter that regular crystalline arrangements of
molecules are found in many polymers.
Although the individual molecules are held firmly in place in the crystal lattice
they still possess vibrational and possibly rotational energy. Furthermore, the lattice
is never structurally perfect, and invariably contains a small proportion of positions
where molecules are missing or misplaced (vacancies and defects). The existence
of vacancies is important because it enables diffusional movement and reorganisation to occur in the solid state. As the temperature of the crystalline solid
approaches its melting point, the vibrational and diffusional motion becomes
more and more violent, finally causing the collapse of the crystal structure at
the melting point itself. In almost all materials, a small but sharp decrease in
density accompanies melting (figure 2.2) as the regular packing of the solid
gives place to the disorder of the liquid state. In the melt the forces acting
between the adjacent molecules are similar to those acting in the solid, but no
long-range order or structure persists, and all-pervasive translational diffusive
movement of molecules occurs.
Rising temperature ultimately destroys the crystalline order and causes melting.
However it is the reverse process that is of greater importance in understanding
the properties of solid materials. The morphology of the solid that is created on
cooling from the molten state is frozen into the material indefinitely and may
determine its critical physical properties from that time onwards. During the
solidification of molten material, as the temperature falls further below the
melting point, the ordered crystalline state attempts to emerge from the molecular disorder of the liquid.
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Figure 2.2 Temperature dependence of the density in the vicinity of the
melting temperature Tm and the glass transition temperature T%. There is a
discontinuity 1 in the density p at the melting point of a crystalline solid. In
the case of a liquid which supercools 2 to form a glass 3 7*g is marked by a
change of slope in p(T) but no discontinuity. Note that where both can be
obtained, crystalline and glassy forms of the same substance have approximately
the same volume expansivity p[d(l/p)/d7"]

However, the regular arrangement of molecules cannot arise instantaneously,
for it takes time for the molecules to find their places in the developing structural lattice. Jn fact it is impossible for the process of solidification to occur
uniformly at the molecular level throughout the body of the melt. Crystalline
regions start to grow at isolated points (nuclei). Once nucleated the embryonic
crystallites grow by addition of further molecules, extending throughout the
supercooled liquid or until they encounter the boundary of another growing
crystalline region.
The crystallisation of a large amount of material on a single nucleus results in
the formation of a single crystal. Well-formed individual single crystals can be
obtained only under carefully controlled conditions (often more easily from
solution than from the melt). Normally nucleation occurs at a number of points
in the liquid and a polycrystalline solid is formed. The final size of the individual
crystal grains or crystallites depends of course on the concentration of nucleating
centres. The grain boundaries frequently play an important role in the properties
of materials since they are lines of weakness and discontinuity. The grain pattern
often dominates the microstructural appearance of materials such as metals and
ceramics under the microscope, and crystalline regions occur in many polymeric
materials.
The rate at which crystalline regions grow in a liquid below its melting point
usually depends on the ease with which molecules can move about within the
liquid. This mobility is largely controlled by the viscosity. Certain substances
which have a high viscosity at the melting point are very reluctant to
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crystallise. If cooled quickly some way below the melting point the viscosity
rises to such high values that crystallisation may be deferred indefinitely. Such
substances at still lower temperatures show most of the properties of solids,
but completely lack crystallinity. They are said to be amorphous and show the
properties characteristic of glasses. Such substances do not show a sharp phase
change from solid to liquid at a definite melting point, but alter gradually from
recognisable solids to recognisable liquids over a range of temperature (figure
2.2). In the transition region these materials show interesting and important
rheological properties. The lower limit of the transition range is marked by a
change in, among other things, the coefficient of expansion (although not a
discontinuity in density) which defines a characteristic glass transition
temperature T&. Tg should not be regarded as the counterpart of the melting
point Tm, since substances which can be obtained both as crystalline and
amorphous solids according to conditions of preparation generally have 7"g
= \Tm, approximately. Tm marks the upper limit of the viscoelastic region (see
chapter 3 for a development of these ideas). Inorganic glasses include the
important technical glasses based on silica. A wide range of normally crystalline
substances, both organic and inorganic, can be obtained in glassy forms by rapid
quenching of the melt to temperatures well below the melting point. Organic
glasses of major importance are formed by certain polymers.
Crystallinity is the normal condition of solid substances, not simply a
peculiarity of exotic materials such as gemstone minerals. However, most
crystalline substances reveal their crystallinity only in their microstructures.
They are almost invariably polycrystalline and rarely exhibit any outward
crystalline form or habit. Polymers with a regular primary molecular structure are
no exception to this rule of materials science and frequently form solids of welldeveloped crystallinity. On the other hand, polymeric substances which are
structurally irregular at the molecular level, such as randomly-branched thermosets, most random copolymers and most atactic linear polymers, cannot possibly
form crystalline arrangements and are necessarily amorphous. In fact, of all the
major classes of materials, the polymers most strikingly combine crystallinity
and non-crystallinity, order and disorder, in the solid state.

2.2--Crystal Structure of Polyethylene
Much of our knowledge of the crystal structures of materials of all kinds has
come from the study of how X-rays are diffracted as they pass through solid
substances. X-ray diffraction has thrown light on many areas of both the
physical and biological sciences and it is established as one of the most powerful
of experimental techniques. From early work on simple ionic solids, the X-ray
methods are now so highly developed that the structures of intricate biopolymers
can be explored.
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X-rays are electromagnetic radiations of wavelength of the order of 100 pm.
The wavelength is thus similar to the distance between atoms in solids, and
consequently the X-radiation passing through solid substances is strongly
scattered (diffracted) by the lattice of atoms or molecules. A narrow beam of
X-rays passing through a crystalline solid is split into a number of distinct
secondary beams, the direction and intensity of which are characteristic of the
material, and in principle allow the location of atoms in the unit cell to be found.
If the solid under study is amorphous rather than crystalline discrete secondary
beams are absent, and the X-radiation is scattered diffusely. This reflects the
absence of long range atomic regularity in the amorphous solid (figure 2.3).

Intensity

Observed X-ray
diffraction
intensity

Diffuse
scattering from
amorphous
materia

Angle

Figure 2.3 Low density polyethylene LDPE: X-ray diffraction intensity
plotted against diffraction angle. The shaded portion is the contribution of
amorphous material. Analysis of X-ray data provides an important method of
determining the degree of crystallinity of semicrystalline polymers

Some of the earliest specimens of polyethylene were subjected to X-ray study
in 1933, which showed at once a diffraction pattern very similar to that of low
molar mass paraffin wax. The crystalline features of the PE diffraction pattern
showed that the solid material contained regular arrangements of —CH2— chains
side by side. In the individual molecular chains the C atoms are coplanar (figure
2.4). Thus the skeleton of C—C bonds had a highly regular zigzag conformation.
In this coplanar conformation the separation of any two non-adjacent C atoms
on the chain has the greatest value that can be achieved by bond rotation. It
is, therefore, a fully extended conformation {see p.10). Crystallisation is
accompanied by a considerable decrease in entropy but this is offset by an
increase in cohesion because adjacent molecules are now arranged in the most
favourable relation throughout the unit cell. Other common crystalline polymers
adopt either this fully extended planar zigzag or a helical conformation which
allows more room for bulky side groups (figure 2.4).
Two significant differences between the paraffin wax and polyethylene
X-ray diffraction patterns were apparent. A slight blurring of the crystalline
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Figure 2.4 (a) Crystalline packing in polyethylene PE, showing the unit cell.
a, b and c define the crystallographic axes. Individual chains adopt a planar
zigzag conformation, (b) — (e) Chain conformations in crystalline polymers:
(b) syndiotactic polyvinyl chloride)PVC, side view showing planar zigzag carbon
chain with bulky chlorine atoms alternately above and below the plane of the
chain; (c) polyisobutyiene PIB (crystallised by stretching), end view showing the
regular helix formed by the carbon chain atoms; (d) isotactic polypropylene PP,
side view; and (e) end view, showing triangular helix

features indicated that the crystalline regions were quite small, perhaps 10—20 nm
across. Further, there was a featureless, smeared background of X-ray intensity
which clearly showed the existence of amorphous regions. In these early high
pressure polyethylenes roughly equal amounts of crystalline and amorphous
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material were present. Thus the degree of crystallinity is about 0.5 (or
50 per cent).
2.3 Crystalline and Amorphous Polymers
The early promise of X-ray methods in investigating synthetic polymers has
been fully realised. It is now known that many polymer materials possess a
significant degree of crystallinity. On the other hand, many others are found to
be completely amorphous. The presence or absence of crystallinity is determined
principally by the molecular structure, and thus the division of polymers into a
crystalline group and an amorphous group is both convenient and scientifically
sound. However, other factors can influence the degree of crystallinity so that
the classification of crystalline and amorphous polymers given in table 2.1
should not be used too rigidly. Note that crystalline bulk polymers invariably
contain a proportion of amorphous material. Such polymers are, however,
widely described as crystalline polymers.

2.4 Density of Polymer Solids
The bulk density of polymer solids is determined mainly by the elemental
composition and also to a small extent by the packing arrangement of chains
and side-groups. Since synthetic polymers are formed mostly from light
elements (carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen), the densities of solid
polymers lie broadly in the range 800-1800 kg/m3 (see table 2.2), much
lower than the majority of inorganic materials (2200-4000 kg/m3) and metals
(2700-11500 kg/m3). The polymers with the highest densities are those containing large amounts of fluorine, chlorine and bromine in their molecular
structure: PTFE (relative density 2.28), PVDF (1.77), PVDC (1.65). The low
density materials are hydrocarbon polymers with relatively open-packed structures: for example, polypropylene (0.90), ethylene-propylene copolymer
elastomer EPM (0.86), and polymethylpentene (0.83). A rather insignificant
thermoplastic, polybutylene, has the lowest density of all commercial polymers,
0.60. The bulk density of polymer materials may of course be greatly increased
by compounding with heavy inorganic or metallic fillers (see chapter 6).
In semi-crystalline polymers, the measured density of a sample provides a
simple way to estimate the degree of crystallinity. The density of the crystalline
materia] may be calculated from the dimensions of the unit cell; the density of
the amorphous form may be estimated from the melt density (see figure 2.2),
using the thermal expansivity to extrapolate data to lower temperatures. For
example, in the case of polyethylene, the crystal relative density is 1.000 and
the relative density of the amorphous form is commonly taken to be 0.855.
The degree of crystallinity dc of a polyethylene sample of density p may therefore be simply estimated from the relation dc = (p- 0.855)/(l .000 - 0.855).
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TABLE 2.1
Crystalline and amorphous polymers
Crystalline polymers

Amorphous polymers

General characteristics
stereoregular
homopolymer with
strong interchain
forces, or certain
block copolymers

atactic homopolymer, or
random copolymer

LDPE
HDPE
PP
PTFE
PA
Cellulose
Polymethylpentene
PLTP, PBTP
PC
PEO
POM
PEEK

Chlorinated PE
EPDM and other ethylene
copolymers
PS (atactic commercial)
ABS
PMMA
AU
EU
Thermosets:
UF
PF
MF
EP
UP
PUR
borderline cases

NR
PIB
IIR
PVAL

crystallise
at
high strains
/

PCTFE
PVC

«*

2.5 Observed Microstructures: Spherulites
Crystalline polymers conceal their crystallinity very effectively — a _polymersuch
as PP hardly fits the popular idea of a crystalline material. In fact, the hidden
crystallinity of many polymers can be revealed quite easily, using the standard
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TABLE 2.2
The relative densities of pure (uncompounded)

polymer

Polybutylene
Polymethylpentene
Ethylene-propylene copolymer EPM
Polypropylene PP
Polyethylene PE
LDPE
LLDPE
HDPE
Polybutene
Natural rubber
Butyl rubber HR
Styrene-butadiene rubber SBR
Polyamide
PA-12
PA-11
Acrylonitrile-styrene-butadiene copolymer ABS
Polystyrene PS
Poly(phenylene oxide)
Polyamide
PA-6
PA-66
Polyacrylonitrile PAN
Poly(vinyl acetate) PVAC
Poly(methyl methacrylate) PMMA
Polycarbonate PC
Polyarylate
Polychloroprene rubber CR
Polysulphone
Polyetheretherketone PEEK
Poly(ethylene terephthalate) PETP
Poly(vinyl chloride)
Polyoxymethylene POM
Polyimide
Celluloses
Poly(vinylidene chloride) PVDC
Poly(vinylidene fluoride) PVDF
Polytetrafluorethylene

materials

0.60
0.83
0.86
0.90-0.92
0.91-0.93
0.91-0.94
0.96-0.97
0.91-0.92
0.91
0.92
0.93
1.02
1.04
1.04-1.07
1.05
1.06
1.12-1.13
1.13-1.15
1.17
1.19
1.19
1.2
1.21
1.23
1.24
1.27
1.34-1.39
1.37-1.39
1.41-1.43
1.43
1.58-1.63
1.65-1.70
1.75-1.78
2.28

Notes In all cases the data refer to the uncompounded or unvuicanised pure polymer.
In crystalline polymers where a density range is given, the density depends on the degree
of crystallinity.
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tool of the mineralogist, the polarising microscope. It is clear from figure 2.4
that a crystal should have highly developed directional features. The crystallographic axes define the principal directions in the structure geometry. Physical
properties (for example, elastic modulus, electrical resistance or refractive index)
may have different values along each of the axes, and such materials are generally
anisotropic. Amorphous materials in contrast have the long-range disorder of
liquids, lack any internal skeleton of characteristic axes, and are described as
isotropic.
A small bead of PE melted, compressed into a thin film between microscope
slide and coverslip, and allowed to cool through the melting point rapidly,
shows little when viewed in unpolarised, transmitted light. The change in viewing
the film between crossed polarisers is striking. An intricate microstructure is
visible, the most prominent features of which are roughly circular structures
known as spherulites, which may be as large as a millimetre across. Spherulites
are sometimes seen in the crystalline microstructures of minerals and their
appearance in any polymer is direct evidence of crystallinity. Figure 2.5(a) shows
the appearance of spherulites in PE observed in polarised light. Two features of
the individual spherulite are immediately evident. First, the Maltese cross (four
symmetrically disposed sectors of high extinction) attests to the presence of
birefringent units arranged with overall spherical (strictly, circular) symmetry.
Second, the pattern of concentric circles reveals the existence of another level of
long-range microstructural regularity. Although spherulites are normally studied
in thin polymer films, it is generally accepted that spherical spherulites are the
normal microstructural units formed in crystalline bulk polymers.

2.6 Morphology of Polymer Materials
Clearly, spherulites are high in the structural hierarchy — the crystalline regions
revealed by X-ray diffraction being of dimensions too small for detection in the
optical microscope, and several orders of magnitude smaller than the spherulite.
The precise organisation of microstructural features in crystalline polymers
remains the subject of active investigation and is not completely clear, but the
following description is adequate for present purposes.
X-ray evidence showed that at the molecular level the polymer chains pack
together side by side in the crystalline regions. The dimensions of the crystalline
regions, however, are much smaller than the length of the polymer chains. What
is the relation between the crystalline regions and the amorphous regions?
•In the 1950s it was discovered that by crystallisation from very dilute solution
single crystals of certain polymers could be obtained. These minute crystals
(visible in the electron microscope) invariably took the form of very thin plates
or lamellae — figure 2.5(b). X-ray study of polymer lamellae uncovered an
unexpected fact: the polymer chain direction lies transverse to the plane of the
lamella. It was then proposed that the polymer chains fold at regular intervals
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along the chain in the manner shown in figure 2.6(a). The lamellar thickness
(hence the chain-fold interval) is extremely consistent, although it varies with the
crystallisation conditions, such as temperature and solvent.
What happens to the molecule at the fold surface is probably of particular
significance. Figure 2.6(a) is idealised, and we can think of several other
states which molecules could adopt: long 'switchboard' loops, immediate re-entry
to the crystal face, free tails not incorporated into the crystalline unit - figure
2.6(b), (c). In crystallisation from dilute solution, there is evidence that the
chains fold rather tidily with little disorder at the fold surface. 'Adjacent reentry', whilst it occurs, is not dominant: suggesting a model combining features
of figure 2.6(a) and (b). In melt crystallisation, the re-entry is more random,
some molecules no doubt acting as ties between different crystallites.
Studies of lamellar crystals precipitated from dilute solution have produced
a rich harvest of unexpected findings of great intrinsic interest. But the
conditions under which such single crystals are prepared are very different from
those attending the solidification of polymer materials in technological processes.
We approach, therefore, a central question: what is the relation between the

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5 (a) Polyethylene observed in transmitted polarised light, showing
the spherulitic morphology, (b) Two polyethylene single crystals (electron
micrograph x 6750)-courtesy of V. F. Holland, Monsanto
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Figure 2.6 (a) Model of part of a lamellar polyethylene crystal with a regular
folded chain structure. The unit cell, see figure 2.4(a), is shown shaded. The
vertical lines represent the axes of the individual molecular chains. The loops
at the fold surface depict orderly chain folding, (b), (c) Alternative models of
the lamellar polymer crystal with disordered material at the fold surface,
including switchboard loops and loose ends, (d) Structural organisation within
the spherulite showing orientation of crystallographic axes [reproduced by
permission from P. J. Barham and A. Keller, /. Materials Sci., 12 (1977)
2141-2148]
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formation and structure of lamellar crystals just described and the spherulites
found in crystalline polymers cooling from the melt?
The answer to this question is still the subject of discussion. A provisional
model of the structure and growth of the spherulite which is unlikely to need
major revision and which will serve our purposes is shown in figure 2.6(d). It
does appear that the mell crystallised polymer normally forms chain-folded
lamellae similar to those grown from solution. It appears that the spherulite is
a complicated assembly of such lamellar units. Growth begins at a single nucleus,
from which ribbon-like units fan out, with twisting and branching. An overall
spherical development is rapidly established. The individual ribbons contain
chain-folded molecules at right angles to the direction of growth. Amorphous
material of several different kinds exists between the fibrous crystals within
the spherulites at the fold surface, and between the spherulites themselves.
During crystallisation spherulites develop and grow throughout the mass of the
polymer. The ultimate size of the spherulites depends on the density of
crystallisation nuclei. In the end growth is halted by collision of neighbouring
spherulites. The spherulite boundary in the semi-crystalline polymer somewhat
resembles the grain boundary observed in the microstructures of other classes of
materials. However, the individual spherulite is not itself a single crystal but
rather an assembly of crystalline growths containing some disordered material.
2.7 Effects of Deformation on Morphology
Gross deformations of the polymer solid also bring about changes in morphology.
The drawing of synthetic polymer fibres (see chapter 6) and the blowing of
film are two technical operations involving large strain deformations and undertaken to enhance physical properties. Fibres, both synthetic and natural, are
characterised by a general alignment of the polymer chains in the direction of
the fibre axis. In natural fibres this orientation is achieved during cell growth (see
section 6.9 for a brief discussion). In synthetic fibres it is achieved by drawing
the fibres after spinning. However, the alignment is not a simple matter of
pulling out the molecules of the lamellae into extended chain crystals.
Microstructural studies indicate a complex morphology and figure 2.7 shows
the model proposed by Peterlin. Fibre-drawing transforms the morphology based
on the spherulite into one based on the microfibril. This transformation is
initiated by the fracture of lamellae under the action of the drawing stress. The
chain molecules of the lamellae remain intact and break away from the lamellar
fracture surface as a succession of small blocks within which the folded chain
structure is preserved. As the drawing proceeds these blocks align to form the
basic microfibril unit of the fibre. The blocks he transverse to the axis of the
microfibril (and the draw direction), firmly held together by tie molecules.
The microfibril is strong and highly oriented at the molecular level. It is about
10-20 nm thick, but perhaps 10 /im long. Bundles of microfibrils produced by
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the failure of adjacent lamellae form fibrils, held together by van der Waals'
forces and some of the original interlamellar tie molecules. The mechanical
properties of drawn fibres depend on the deformation and slippage of
microfibrils within the fibril.
2.S Crystallisation

t

The theory of polymer crystallisation is concerned with the question raised
earlier in this chapter: how does polymer morphology arise during solidification?
More explicitly, how does the growth of crystallites and spherulites depend on
temperature, rate of cooling and on the molecular properties of the individual
polymer? This is profoundly important for polymer processing technology since
the properties of the polymer material are strongly influenced by the morphology.
By controlling crystallisation we achieve some control of morphology and therefore of material properties.
All crystalline regions grow by accretion of material from the melt on to
nuclei. Homogeneous nucleation is the process by which nuclei are formed
spontaneously throughout the melt (or solution) by random encounters of
small numbers of molecules. Such sporadic nucleation becomes more probable
the further the temperature falls below the melting temperature Tm. There is
some evidence that in many polymers crystallisation of a remelted solid is
nucleated by smafl crystals which have persisted from the initial solid. In a

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.7 (a) Transformation of spherulite lamellae into microfibrils.
(b) Fibrillar model of the drawn polymer fibre, (c) Molecular organisation in the
fibril, showing microfibrils, crystal blocks and tie molecules. (After Peterlin, A.,
'Mechanisms of deformation in polymeric solids'. Polymeric Materials, American
Society for Metals, 1975, p. 208)
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polymer with a wide molar mass distribution melting may occur over a range of
some degrees, and at temperatures above the so-called melting point unmelted
crystallites may persist to act as nuclei. Such an explanation seems necessary to
explain the observed dependence of crystallisation on thermal history. In any
case, homogeneous nucleation is markedly affected by crystallisation temperature.
Heterogeneous nucleation occurs when extraneous solid particles or surfaces
initiate crystal growth. The number of heterogeneous nucleation sites is not much
altered as the melt cools. Little is known about the mechanisms of heterogeneous
nucleation but it is of some technological importance, since it may occur on the
walls of a container (such as a mould) or on the surface of solids such as pigment
dispersed in the polymer. In some polymers, nucleating agents are deliberately
added to the polymer to control the number density of spherulites and hence
the final spherulite size. This is done for example in the injection moulding of
polyamides such as PA-6. Finely dispersed silica (or indeed small quantities of
high melting temperature polyamides) provide a controlled nucleation and
generate a fine spherulitic texture.
The rate of crystallisation can readily be determined by measuring either the
rate of change of the sample density or rate of growth of spherulites under the
microscope. It is commonly found that the rate of crystallisation passes through
a maximum at a temperature about 0.1 Tm below the melting point. If the
number of nuclei is constant (as may be the case in heterogeneous nucleation)
then the spherulite size is not affected by the growth rate. On the other hand, if
nuclei are forming continuously the spherulite size is determined by the ratio
of nucleation rate and growth rate. If the crystallising polymer is cooling steadily
(rather than being held at a constant temperature) then the ultimate degree of
crystallinity depends on the rate of cooling. Finally, in real polymer processing
operations the cooling sample may develop large temperature gradients which
produce differences in crystallinity in different parts of the product.
Qualitatively, observations of this kind are explained by considering the
rates of diffusion of molecules to a fixed number of nucleation sites (in heterogeneously nucleated crystallisation) or to nucleation sites increasing in number
with time (homogeneous nucleation). Temperature exerts an important influence
on the crystallisation process because the diffusion of molecules to nuclei
becomes much slower as the temperature falls while the rate of production of
sporadic nuclei becomes more rapid: hence the maximum in the observed crystallisation rate at about 0.9Tm. However the fine details of polymer crystallisation
cannot be explained by such a simple model. As more is learned of the lamellar
structure of polymer crystallites, the challenge to the theory of crystallisation is
to explain at the molecular level how individual polymer chains diffuse through
the melt to attach themselves to the exposed crystal face. It appears that the
attachment of each chain is itself a kind of nucleation, which once achieved is
followed by deposition of the rest of the chain-folded polymer molecule on the
crystal face. Exactly how this occurs is of course very closely related to the issue
of chain re-entry discussed in section 2.3 above. Present evidence suggests that at
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temperatures not far below Tm, chains attach themselves to growing crystal
faces rather infrequently and deposit in an orderly way, achieving adjacent reentry with little mutual interference between separate molecules. At lower
temperatures, the secondary nucleation is rapid and and frequent; as a result, in
the frantic competition for lattice sites, a rather untidy crystallisation occurs,
probably with little adjacent re-entry and with switchboard loops and loose ends
of the kind shown in figure 2.6(b) and (c).
Nucleation is thus a process of creating local order among small numbers of
molecular units in neighbouring chains. We have already mentioned the parts
played in this both by small crystals which persist in the melt and by extraneous
solid particles, but in a number of important practical processes this essential
ordering step is promoted by subjecting the amorphous polymer to mechanical
stresses which orient the molecular chains to a certain degree.[Specific examples
of such processes are those for nylon and polyester textile fibres and polyester
filnOn the latter case orientation and subsequent crystallisation are induced in
two directions (biaxial orientation) by a controlled sequence of heating and
stressing. If the rate at which local order produced under typical applied stresses
is compared with that occurring by chance in unstrained material (thermal
crystallisation) increases in the nucleation rate of the order of 10 upwards are
predicted. This is broadly commensurate with the rates of crystallisation observed
in practice in the two situations. Crystallisation from melts under stress gives rise
to a fibrillar rather than a spherulitic morphology, in which crystalline fibrils
develop along the direction of flow.

2.9 Molecular Motion in Polymers
In chapter 1 we described the relatively free rotation which may occur about
single bonds in the molecular structure. We noted the resultant flexibility of the
linear polymer chain in the melt, in solution and in the viscoelastic state. The
present chapter has discussed the processes of crystallisation, which involve the
translational diffusion of entire molecules and cooperative changes of
conformation among assemblies of many molecules. We conclude this chapter by
drawing together the threads of our account of molecular motion in polymers.
The nature and the extent of molecular mobility are controlled by the
temperature. At the very lowest temperatures, close to absolute zero (0 K), the
polymeric solid possesses so little thermal energy that all atomic positions are
stationary. Only a slight residual fuzziness remains, arising from the quantum
zero-point vibrational energy. As the temperature rises, the thermal energy
acquired is partitioned between all the various possible modes of motion. The
different modes however require different amounts of energy to activate them
and therefore there exist threshold temperatures for the unfreezing of each.
Experimentally these threshold temperatures can be detected as transitions in a
wide variety of physical parameters {see figure 2.8). In amorphous polymers
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Figure 2.8 The occurrence of various types of motion may be revealed in the
temperature dependence of many properties. Properties measured by quantities
of type P (for example, mechanical shear modulus, electrical permittivity, heat
capacity, refractive index) show one or more transition zones a, (3,7 . . . roughly
defining transition temperatures Ta, Tp, Ty .... Properties measured by
quantities of type Q (such as the mechanical and dielectric loss tangents) show
one or more maxima (see text, chapters 3 and 4)

the glass transition is the principal or primary transition observed; we have
already indicated how the associated temperature Te may be determined from
density measurements. In crystalline polymers the most prominent transition is
associated with melting, defining Tm. In addition, a glass transition Tg is generally
discernible, arising from the amorphous material present in semi-crystalline
polymer solids. Some data are collected in table 2.3. The glass transition is
commonly labelled a and secondary transitions 0, y. • • in order of decreasing
transition temperature (Ta > Tp > Ty... ) .
(The main modes of motion which may in principle occur in polymer materials
are illustrated in figure 2.9. To which of these motions do the various observed
transitions correspond? This question cannot yet be fully answered. In crystalline
polymers T/n marks the onset of translational diffusion of the molecular centre
of mass: the collapse of the crystalline lattice and the transition to the molecular
brownian motion characteristic of the liquid state. The nature of the glass
transition remains somewhat unclear. The discontinuity in the expansivity at
Ts suggests that the glass transition signals a change in the availability of space
between the molecules, ^uch space (ox free volume) must exist for large-scale
motions of the polymer chain to occur. Above Tt these large-scale motions
take the form of concerted movements of the backbones of neighbouring
polymer chains, each segment comprising perhaps 10 or 20 mers. It is these
segmental motions which permit the large deformations characteristic of the
viscoelastic state. As the polymer cools to the glass transition the free volume
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TABLE 2.3
Glass transition temperature Tg of common polymers
Polymer

rg(°c)

PE
PP
polymethylpentene
PS
PAN
PVC
PVF
PVDC
PA 6
PA 66
PA 610
PMMA
POM
poly(phenylene oxide)
PC
PETP
CA
NR
CR
NBR

-90/-35
-10
30
95
105
85 v
-20/45
-15
50
9040
105
-90/-10
210
150
65
105
-75
^5
-20
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These are approximate values; where two temperatures are given the assignment of the glass
transition remains doubtful. tm is independent of chain length for high molar mass
polymers, but falls somewhat as chains become very short.

diminishes to a critical value below which segmental motion is impossible or at
least extremely slow. Below Tf there remain only the more limited motions
such as the three-bond and five-bond crankshaft rotations of the main chain,
and rotations of side groups or parts of side groups (see figure 2.9). Some of
these persist down to very low temperatures indeed. A transition identified with
methyl group rotation occurs at about 6 K (-267 °C) in PMMA and at about
40 K in PP. In crystalline polymers some secondary transitions are attributed to
structural features of the crystal lattice, such as the motion of packing defects.
In practice the assignment of observed secondary transitions to particular
motions is frequently rather uncertain and tentative.
Recently, the motion of chain molecules in polymer melts has been studied
intensively as a problem in molecular statistical physics. The results are significant
for polymer materials science because they help us to understand two important

muHT-ic^i* i
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9 (a) Various types of molecular and microstructural motion.
(b) Crankshaft motion in a linear chain, illustrated by a short segment of a
polyethylene chain comprising eigth backbone carbon atoms. A crankshaft
rotation of the four inner C atoms is possible even if the four outer atoms are
stationary. Similar crankshaft motions involving three bonds are possible

practical matters: the fluid mechanics of polymers in melt processing operations
such as extrusion and injection moulding; and the diffusion of molecules during
crystallisation.
Experimentally it is well established that the viscosity of a polymer melt consisting of linear chains increases rapidly with the chain length. For linear
polymers, the viscosity varies asM3A above a critical chain length (figure 2.10).
This reflects the fact that relative motion of the chains must depend on the rate
at which chains can disentangle themselves, and that this becomes rapidly more
difficult as the chain length increases. (Below the critical chain length the viscosity varies only as MlJ). Some progress has been made by considering the
motion of a single polymer molecule wriggling along a tortuous path formed by
its neighbours. This reptation concept, associated with P.-G. de Gennes, has been
developed by Doi and Edwards into a fully quantitative theory of polymer chain
dynamics.
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Figure 2.10 Viscosity of a polymer melt: dependence on molar mass or chain
length. For linear polymers, the critical chain length for entanglements is about
500 bonds. [Polyisobutylene data]
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